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AFTER LIÈGE AND KOBE BEFORE VILNIUS
Dear ESC Members, dear Colleagues!
We are just days away from the next Annual Meeting 
of the European Society of Criminology in the Lithu-
anian capital of Vilnius. 

However, a prominent event in criminology – though 
this one not organized by the ESC - has already taken 
place this year: the 16th World Congress of the Interna-
tional Society for Criminology between the 5th and 9th 
of August in Kobe, Japan (ISC). 

In my presidential address– which is, actually, my last 
one –I would like to focus on some of the papers pre-
!"#$"%&'$&$("&)*+&,-#."/"#,"0&123"#&$("2/&!21#24,'#,"&
for the development of our discipline. 
56$&4/!$&'&."7&7-/%!&'8-6$&-6/&!2!$"/&-/1'#29'$2-#0&

the International Society for Criminology. The ISC was 
founded in 1938 „to promote activities and research 
for a better understanding of crime at an international 
scale”1. Among its many activities, the most notable are 
the now triennially organized World Congress, the in-
ternational courses on criminology, its publication, the 
)#$"/#'$2-#':&;##':!&-.&+/2<2#-:-1=0&'&!,2"#$24,&>-6/-
nal, and its extremely useful database about courses in 
criminology worldwide, the Observatory of Academic 
Criminology Programs. This year’s world congress was 
organized in cooperation with the Japanese Federa-
tion of Criminological Associations (JFCA), an um-
brella organization of no less than seven criminological 
societies. The topic of the conference was the Global 
Socio-Economic Crisis and Crime Control Policies in a 
comparative perspective. 

The vast conference with its 4 plenary sessions, 106 
sections and 92 posters and many roundtables was very 
well organized. Prison visits and other criminal justice-
related excursions were also on offer – and highly 
popular. This year’s Herman Mannheim Prize was given 
to Peter Nils Grabosky, of the Australian National Uni-
versity. Two Japanese criminologists, Professor Setsuo 
Miyazawa and Professor Ichiro Tanioka received the 
Presidential Prize. It was also announced that the next 
World Congress will take place in Monterrey, Mexico. 

In the following paragraphs, I would like to con-
centrate on some issues raised at the ISC conference 
which are, in my opinion, of extreme importance given 
to the contemporary challenges facing criminological 
knowledge. 

As I have already mentioned before, the main topic 
of the conference was the crisis of 2008 and its impact 

on crime and crime control. I think the in many respects 
unprecedented social and economical repercussions of 
the crisis offered an opportunity to move beyond the 
traditional concerns and ways of thinking in criminolo-
gy. That is the reason why I have found the conference 
so thought-provoking.

Professor Joanna Shapland of the University of 
*(".4":%&6!"%&("/&?/"!"#$'$2-#&@AB("/"&2!&+/2<2#-:-
ogy in the Global Economic Crisis? The Global and 
the Local”) to indicate that our discipline has so far 
#-$&123"#&<6,(&'$$"#$2-#&$-&$("&4#'#,2':&'#%&86!2#"!!&
?/',$2,"!&$('$&7"/"&'$&$("&/--$!&-.&$("&4#'#,2':&,/2!2!C&
Her preliminary conclusions were consistent with the 
introductory remarks by the organizer on the reason 
why they had chosen this topic for the congress: „the 
global economic crisis may have been both a cause and 
a result of corporate and business crime”2. 

Shapland criticized criminology for still concentrat-
ing most of its attention on individual offenders and 
crimes against the property, and not on corporate 
,/2<"0&4#'#,2':&,/2<"!&'#%&,/2<2#':&86!2#"!!&?/',$2,"!C&
According to her, the same applies to criminal policy, 
partly because „criminal law has always trodden more 
heavily on ’crime in the streets’ than ’crime in the 
suites”.3 

Moreover, she argued, „criminology has been mar-
ginalised because criminology has not seen and met 
the challenge of moving beyond nation state.”4 

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
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Similar concerns were raised by Professor Stephan Parmentier, ISC 
General Secretary, in his plenary lecture about international crimes („Blood, 
Sweat and Tears: Exploring the Involvement of Corporations in Interna-
tional Crimes”). He pointedly asked: 16 million people have died in interna-
$2-#':&,-#H2,$!&!2#,"&B-/:%&B'/&I&'#%&J7("/"&2!&,/2<2#-:-1=&2#&$(2!&!$-/=KL

A large number of presentations concerned various developments in 
penal policy, the system of criminal sanctions in a comparative perspective. 
In his very thoughtful lecture titled the „The Political Essence of Punishment 
Policy”, which amounted to an impressive collection of ideas and guidelines 
for many future research projects, Professor Frank Zimring concluded that 
#'$2-#':&?"#':&?-:2,2"!&'/"&<6,(&<-/"&2#H6"#,"%&8=&?-:2$2,':&.',$-/!&$('#&
!,2"#$24,&/"!6:$!&-/&$("-/"$2,':&,-#!2%"/'$2-#!C&M-/&$("!"&/"'!-#!0&("&!611"!$-
ed, criminologists should always take into account the political dimensions 
of punishment: different types of government have different restrictions on 
the use of governmental power, and criminal punishment is at its essence an 
extreme form of governmental power.”5 He used the divergence in the use of 
the death penalty in India and in China. Both „the People’s Republic of China 
and India authorize execution as a punishment, but India executed only one 
person in the decade after 1997 while China may have executed 100,000 
persons.”6  In his opinion, one of the most important reasons for this striking 
%2.."/"#,"&2!&$("&%23"/12#1&#'$6/"&-.&$("2/&/"!?",$23"&?-:2$2,':&!=!$"<!N&A$("&
authoritarian communist government in China and the much less authoritar-
ian and far more democratic structure in India.”7 

Though from a completely different perspective, the same concerns 
were addressed by José Luis Díez-Ripolles in his lecture („Social Inclu-
sion/Social Exclusion Dimension as a Guideline for Comparative Criminal 
Justice Policy”). He has developed a pool of indicators to measure the 
social inclusion/social exclusion outcomes and divergences among national 
crime control systems: control of public spaces, due process safeguards, 
sentencing and sanctions systems, harshest penalties, prison rules, preven-
tive interventions, the legal and social status of felons and ex-felons, police 
and criminal records.

Education in criminology is extremely important in the dissemination and 
further development of criminological knowledge. Accordingly, many ses-
!2-#!&7"/"&%"3-$"%&$-&$("&O6"!$2-#&-.&"%6,'$2-#C&P.&$("!"0&$("&A)#$"1/'$"%&
System of Teaching Criminology and Criminal Justice” was especially of 
importance. 

As the section showed, criminology is taught in a wide range of institu-
tions on a wide range of levels. But as to what is taught, and how we think 
about criminology as a discipline, there are more commonalities. 

These were at the centre of Professor Ezzat Fattah’s presentation. In his 
32"70&$("&-#:=&7'=&$-&'#!7"/&$("&O6"!$2-#&A7('$&2!&,/2<2#-:-1=KL&2!&4/!$&$-&
%"4#"&$("&#-$2-#&-.&,/2<"C&M-/&(2<0&.-::-72#1&Q"'#&R2#'$":0&,/2<"&2!&8-$(&'&
human act and a social fact. Thus, criminology must be a synthetic science 
@$("&,-#,"?$&-.&A,-<?/"("#!23"&,/2<2#-:-1=L&7'!&':!-&"<?('!29"%&8=&R/--
fessor Jinsuke Kageyama in his plenary lecture), but also an autonomous, 
independent social science.8 As interdisciplinary knowledge is required 
to address criminological issues, staff with interdisciplinary background is 
needed at criminology courses and programs for them to succeed. Yet 
these various bodies of knowledge should only be integrated, but not amal-
gamated, he said. 
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Further lectures in the section pointed out the 
importance of developing an occupational image 
(Helmut Kury); others (S. Parmentier) stressed that 
only the recognition of a degree in criminology on the 
:'8-6/&<'/S"$!&,'#&!",6/"&$("&,-#!$'#$&2#H-7&-.&#"7&
students.

Representatives of educational institutions present at 
the session indicated changes in their curricula to meet 
new challenges: In Leuven, for example, more atten-
tion will be given to the study of organizational and 
corporate crime. In the case of criminal justice studies, 
as James Q. Finckenauer revealed, more and more 
?/-1/'<!&'/"&2#$"1/'$2#1&#"7&4":%!&:2S"&$/'#!#'$2-#':&
crime, terrorism and counter-terrorism, security man-
agement, and they are also expanding role of forensic 
science.

Another important issue for the future of criminol-
ogy is the use of criminological knowledge, and the 
role of criminologists in the public discourse. As John 
Braithwaite pointed out in one of the roundtables: 
academics have special responsibility in identifying and 
understanding social crises and in formulating strate-
gies addressing them, and help develop remedies from 
policies down to the practical level.

At the same roundtable, Frank Zimring addressed 
the public responsibilities of criminologists. He remind-
ed the audience that in authoritarian-type states there 
is a general tendency by those in power to criminalize 
political opposition. It is, unfortunately, fairly common 
for them to capitalize on moral panics partly fuelled by 
them and their parties, then, as a countermeasure, take 
action” to a great popular appeal. The latter usually 
means tougher law and order rhetoric and policies. In 
such cases, it is the professional duty of criminologists 
to go public and raise their voice.9  

And even at the conference there were examples 
of such a public criminology. The participants in the 
section called „Disaster and Crime: East Japan Major 
Earthquake and Tsunami, and Nuclear Power Plan 
Accidents as Man-made Disaster”, organized by the 
Japan Federation of Criminological Associations, 
addressed the criminological relevance of the 2011 
Japanese disasters, with some strong voiced callings 
for an open debate about the criminal responsibility of 
1-3"/#<"#$&-.4,2':!&'#%&":",$/2,&?-7"/&,-<?'#2"!&.-/&

the lack of proper communication. 
Apart from these, there were, of course, many other 

topics discussed at the ISC World Congress. Hopeful-
ly, I did not appear to be too subjective in concentrat-
ing on the ones I have chosen. I did it because I think 
that these issues are extremely important for answering 
the challenges facing criminology. It is especially crucial 
1, to expand the scope of criminological research by 
starting more transnational, comparative research 
projects in order to avoid the marginalization of crimi-
nology; 2, to do more to understand the interconnect-
edness of the political system and criminal policy; 3, to 
have more comparative research project on criminal 
justice system; 4, to provide more space for address-
ing contemporary issues in the curricula of criminology 
education; 5, to enhance the public role of criminology 
and criminologists.

Dear ESC members, dear Colleagues! 
I do believe that the ESC also has to address these very 
issues when choosing topics of upcoming conferences 
and other events. Just to name two examples that are 
relevant to almost all of the issue mentioned above: the 
massacre in Norway this year, and the summer riots in 
the UK. 

Even though these events and crimes are probably 
still too close in time, nevertheless we might already 
start discussing them at our Vilnius conference. 

1 www.isc-sic.org
2 The Book of Abstracts. 16th World Congress of the 

International Society of Criminology. Kobe Interna-
tional Conference Center. Ed. by Local Arrange-
ment Committee, Miyazawa, Setsuo (chair). p. 25.

3 Abstract of J. Shapland’s presentation, in: The Book 
of Abstracts. p. 13

4 Ibid. p. 14
5 Abstract of F. Zimring’s presentation, in: Ibid. p. 32
6 Ibid. p. 32
7 Ibid. p. 33
8 Abstact of E. Fattah’s presentation.The Book of 

Abstracts. p. 257
9 J. Braithwaite´s and F. Zimring’s contributions at 

the roundtable „Responsible Citizenship in World of 
Crisis: Aquinas Roundtable Session”.

Topic of next issue:
*)PK)P+/P1!KW)!XYZP1).$-*!$HH)PY).[D  
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One of the most frequent topics of discussion among 
the members of the Executive Board of the European 
Society of Criminology (ESC) since the beginning of 
$("&7-/:%&4#'#,2':&,/2!2!&2#&ITTU('!&8""#&$("&?-$"#$2':&
impact of that crisis on the development of the ESC. 
V("&416/"!&?/"!"#$"%&2#&$(2!&/"?-/$&.-/&$("&="'/&ITWT&
show that the crisis indeed has a slight impact on the 
growth of the ESC. As can be seen in Figures 1 and 
2, even if the difference between 2009 and 2010 is 
roughly of 5% –a percentage that is usually considered 
as a synonym of stability–, both the number of ESC 
members and the number of participants atthe annual 
conference of the ESC revealedminor decreases in 
2010. Certainly, there could be other explanations to 
$(2!&%"3":-?<"#$0&86$&$("&.',$&$('$&.-/&$("&4/!$&$2<"&$("&
Executive Secretariat received mails from criminolo-
gists informing that they were unable to renew their 
membership, or to participate in the conference, due to 
$("&4#'#,2':&/"!$/2,$2-#!&2<?-!"%&8=&$("2/&2#!$2$6$2-#!0&
gives some empirical support to the hypothesis of the 
2<?',$&-.&$("&4#'#,2':&,/2!2!C

As far as the evolution of the membership is con-
cerned (Figure 1), the number of members of the ESC 
in 2010 (787 members) was lower than in 2009 (831), 
but slightly higher than in 2008 (783). Concerning the 
conference (Figure 2), 623 criminologists participated 
in the 10th Annual Meeting of the ESC, which took 
place in Liège, Belgium, from 8thto 11thSeptember 
2010. Even if that number of participants is the lowest 

since 2007, it is still at least 20% higher than the num-
bersregistered between 2004 and 2006, and is com-
parable to the one observed in Ljubljana in 2009 (655 
participants). Students represented 22% of the ESC 
members in 2010 –the same percentage as in 2009– 
and 28% of the participants to the 2010 Liege confer-
ence (they represented 25% in Ljubljana). It is also 
worth mentioning that 177 (28%) of the participants to 
the Liege conference were not members of the ESC, 
which means that, all in all, 964 criminologists were 
linked to the ESC in 2010. At the same time, during 
that year, the e-mail address of the Executive Secre-
tariat (secretariat@esc-eurocrim.org) sent, in round 
numbers, 14,600 electronic messages and received 
9,600. 

The slight decrease in the membership of the ESC 
is related to the decrease in the number of participants 
to the ESC Annual Meeting. As can be seen in Figure 
1, the number of members that renew their member-
!(2?&%6/2#1&$("&4/!$&$/2<"!$"/&-.&"',(&="'/&('!&8""#&
increasing constantly since 2004 (members that opt for 
a three year membership are counted in subsequent 
years as having renewed their annual membership in 
$("&4/!$&$/2<"!$"/XY&-#&$("&,-#$/'/=0&%6/2#1&$("&$(2/%&
trimester of 2010, the number of new members was the 
lowest since 2007. The criminologists that renew their 
<"<8"/!(2?&%6/2#1&$("&4/!$&$/2<"!$"/&-.&$("&="'/&'/"&
those whose involvement with the ESC does not de-
pend on their participation in the Annual Conference. 
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In contrast, the memberships recorded during the third 
trimester are almost always related to the registration 
for the Annual Conference. In these cases, the Execu-
tive Secretariat receives at the same time the member-
ship form and the registration form for the conference. 
As the participation in the conference is related not 
-#:=&$-&$("&4#'#,2':&!2$6'$2-#&-.&$("&2#!$2$6$2-#!&-.&'.-
4:2'$2-#&-.&$("&?'/$2,2?'#$!0&86$&':!-&$-&$("&?:',"&'#%&
time of the year of the conference, the increase in the 
annual membership renewals is a very positive sign that 
shows that the ESC continues to consolidate itself as a 
professional association.

In 2010, members of the ESC came from 45 coun-
$/2"!&@ZU&2.&416/"!&.-/&$("&[#2$"%&\2#1%-<&'/"&8/"'S-
down by countries). The distribution was the follow-
ing: United Kingdom (155 members), Belgium (96), 
Germany (68), The Netherlands (63), United States 
of America (52), Italy (41), Spain (36), Switzerland 
(34), Greece (23), Austria (18), Ireland (15), Slovenia 
(15), Canada (14), Norway (13), Poland (13), Finland 
(12), Sweden (12), Australia (11), Hungary (10), Den-
mark (9), Portugal (9), Japan (8), France (7), Serbia 
(6), Bosnia and Herzegovina (5), Czech Republic (5), 
Croatia (4), Cyprus (4), Estonia (4), Israel (3), Lithua-
nia (3), Luxemburg (3), Armenia (2), Brazil (2), Iceland 
(2), and Albania, Bulgaria, Georgia, Iran, Malta, New 
Zealand, Romania, Russia, Trinidad and Tobago, and 
Turkey with one member per country.

Among countries with at least ten members (Figure 
3), the main changes in membership from 2009 to 2010 
are related to the presence of criminologists from the 
conference hosting and neighbouring countries. Thus, 
members from Belgium and the Netherlands increased 
respectively by 63% and 29%, while members from 
Slovenia decreased by 67%. Apart from that, the only 

major variations (i.e. at least a 25% change) concerned 
decreases in the members from Ireland and the United 
States of America, and increases in the members from 
Greece, Poland, and Hungary. 

During 2010, the ESC website received 32,586 visits 
(13% more than in 2009 and 267% more than in 2004), 
representing an average of 2,738 visits per month or 
]T&?"/&%'=&@M216/"&ZXC&^2!2$-/!&%-7#:-'%"%&W]0_W_&4:"!C&
The most downloaded (i.e. more than 1,000 times) 
were the book of abstracts and the programme of the 
2009 Ljubljana Conference (downloaded 1,936 and 
1,640 times respectively) followed by the programme 
of the 2008 Edinburgh conference (1,601 downloads), 
the August 2009 ESC Newsletter (1,585 downloads) 
and the book of abstracts of the 2008 conference. The 
monthly record of visits (3,236) was registered in March 
2010. That month, visitors came mainly from the United 
States (1,302), the United Kingdom (289), China (139), 
Belgium (137), Germany (119), the Netherlands (111), 
Ireland (105), Italy (99), Switzerland (95), Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (80), Russia (70), Sweden (67), France 
(54), Canada (52), and Hungary (50). These statistics 
do not include visits to the conference websites, which 
are runby the local organizers of the annual conferences.

As to the country of origin of the website visitors, 
a strange pattern seems to be emerging: some coun-
tries with no or very few ESC members: China (no 
<"<8"/X0&5-!#2'&'#%&`"/9"1-32#'&@43"&<"<8"/!X0&
Russia (one member) and France (seven members) 
were among the top 13 countries of origin of the ESC 
website visitors.
;:$(-61(&2$&2!&%2.4,6:$&$-&123"&'#&2#$"/?/"$'$2-#&-.&

$("!"&%23"/1"#,"!&a$("=&'/"&2#H6"#,"%&8=&$("&,-6#$/=&
population, the Internet penetration rate and the devel-
opment of criminology in each country–, one can think 
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$('$&$("=&/"H",$&'#&2#$"/"!$&2#&,/2<2#-:-1=&$('$&2!&#-$&
mirrored in a participation to the ESC for reasons of 
geographical distance, economic restrictions (a reason 
that led the ESC to introduce fellowships for Eastern 
European criminologists), or linked to the degree of 
institutionalisation of criminology as a discipline (for 
example, every year the French criminology master 
programme of the University of Lausanne, Switzerland, 
receives students from France who have not found an 
equivalent programme in their country).

At the same time, 2010 was a particularly encourag-
ing year for Norwegian criminology, as Nils Christie 
received the ESC European Criminology Award, and 
Torbjørn Skarðhamar the ESC Young Criminologist 
Award.
M2#'::=0&'!&':7'=!0&7"&4#2!(&$(2!&/"?-/$&"#,-6/'12#1&

our members to send us information on criminology 
programs, upcoming criminological conferences and 
job and funding opportunities to be published on the 
ESC website, and looking forward to see you in Vilnius.

During the ESC conference in Liège I discussed 
the form of the session presentations with some of the 
participants. An appeal for comments was sent out 
in order to collect impressions and suggestions which 
could be disseminated in order to improve ourconfer-
ences. This is a summary of comments I have received 
including some of my own observations.

It seems to me that the overall quality of presenta-
$2-#!&('!&,('#1"%&3"/=&?-!2$23":=&!2#,"&$("&4/!$&,-#."/-
ence in Lausanne ten years ago. This is partly due to a 
general improvement in English language skills of the 
participants. Having said that, I will remind those whose 
native language is English to consider that others, 
whose mother tongue is not English, might have dif-
4,6:$2"!&6#%"/!$'#%2#10&'#%&$-&$':S&,:"'/:='#%&#-$&$--&
.'!$C&D23"#&$('$$("&?'/$2,2?'#$!4#%&2$&<-/"&,('::"#12#1&
to follow presentations in a foreign language it is also 
important that participants do not talk – or whisper – to 
each other during presentations.  

Another room for the improvement is the use of 
PowerPointslides. Inmany cases slides do give struc-
ture to the presentation and facilitate understanding in 
case of language problems. However, effort should be 
given to good PowerPoint presentations. Dense slides 
72$(&<6,(&$"b$&-/&<'#=&416/"!&2#&!<'::&!29"&!(-6:%&
be avoided. Some commentators view power point 
presentations as the (better) alternative to narrative 
presentations. This is a reasonable critique if the narra-
tive consists of the close reading of a paper without any 
interaction with the audience, without the presenter 
ever bothering to look up from behind his script. A 
good narrative presentation – even without the help of 
any slides – could however be the most rewarding. 

It has been suggested that the conferences could be 
improved by having the papers peer reviewed before-

hand. Papers would then be sent out before the confer-
ence and the session could be devoted to comments 
and further discussion among participants who already 
have read the paper. Such an arrangement would of 
course be more labor intensive but could possibly be 
considered for the future, if onlyfor part of the papers 
presented. Another commentator suggested that the 
sessions would improve by being longer, 90 minutes, 
and with a maximum of three or four papers. That would 
also give more time for discussions which are particularly 
important given the comparative issues almost inevitably 
raised by the European scopeof the conferences. 

One comment is that the sessions should not be 
7-/S!(-?!07("/"&6#4#2!("%&/"!"'/,(&,-6:%&8"&?/"!"#$-
ed even if there are no results. (This is of course not an 
objection to sessions that are manifestly organized as 
workshops on ongoing research.) Another comment 
is that participants from more or less the same depart-
ment working on the same subjects should not be put 
in the same session together. They could then as well 
have conducted their session at their home university. 
The idea of a conference is to meet people from vari-
ousuniversities with broadly similar research interests. 
;&4#':&,-<<"#$&2!&$("&.-::-72#1N&A)&8":2"3"&-6/&','-

demic conferences are a bit old-fashioned and could 
use some innovations. If one of the main purposes of 
conferences is networking and building trust why don’t 
we organize ‘speed dating sessions’ with people who 
work on similar topics. In that way, everybody gets to 
know a much greater number of people”.  

These were the comments on how to improve ses-
sions in our annual meetings. Most sound reasonably 
8"#"4,2':&$-&$("&c*+0$(-61(&$("=&!(-6:%&#-$&8"&!""#&
'!&-.4,2':&/",-<<"#%'$2-#!&<'%"&8=&$("&c*+&8-'/%C

W;G@23!KF9J
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)&4/!$&<"$&^"!#'&d2S-:2efG2!$'#-32e&7("#&7"&8-$(&
lived in the same country.She had been working in the 
4":%&-.&32,$2<!g&'#%&1"#%"/&!$6%2"!C&`-7"3"/0&)&/"'::=&
noticed her and her work during the decade after the 
breakup of former Yugoslavia. Her research on victims 
had become, unexpectedly, very topical and needed 
for all of us. 

Vesna graduated from the Faculty of Law, Uni-
versity of Belgrade, where she also received her PhD 
(1987). She is a respected authority on women’s crime 
and victimology, especially on female victims and their 
special needs.

Evidently, she is passionate about the need to pro-
tect victims - particularly those who suffered in war – 
./-<&'#=&.6/$("/&32,$2<29'$2-#C&*("&7-/S"%&$-&2#H6"#,"&
public discourse, engaged herself early on in NGOs 
supporting victims of war. She spoke out and to drew 
attention to a problem so painfully present in several 
republics of the former Yugoslavia at a time when this 
was far from being self-evident. 

She did all of these while being a researcher, scholar 
and university professor. At the beginning of her 
professional career, in 1979, she joined the Institute for 
Criminological and Sociological Research in Belgrade 
where she worked as a researcher until 2004, when she 
was offered a position as an associate professor at the 
Department for Prevention and Treatment of Social 

Disorders at the Faculty for Special Education and 
Rehabilitation, University of Belgrade.  She became full 
professor in 2009. 

During this time span of thirty years she carried out 
a large number of research projects concentrating on 
7-<"#g!&,/2<"!&'#%&32,$2<-:-1=C&^"!#'&2!&'&?/-:24,&
'6$(-/0&7(-&('!&':!-&?68:2!("%&-#&(6<'#&$/'.4,S2#1&
(especially in women and children), organized crime 
and money laundering. Vesna has often been collabo-
rating with research teams and research institutions 
outside Serbia, especially in Germany and the Nether-
lands. In addition to her research, Vesna has also been 
a dedicated teacher – and not only at her home univer-
sitybut also at various foreign institutions, including the 
School of Criminology at the University of Montreal, 
Glasgow University (UK) , Keele University (where she 
was a visiting professor), London School of Economics, 
Oslo University and many others.

This formidable woman is also an excellent confer-
ence organizer. She organized one in almost every 
year since 1997, for example, on the victims of war in 
former Yugoslavia (2000), on transition, war and crime 
(2002), and on domestic violence as a criminal offence 
(2003). She was also involved in the organization of the 
Victim Support Europe Annual Conference (2008).

Vesna has over 30 years of experience in working 
in the international academic arena. An active and en-
gaged member of various international organizations, 
she is more than capable to become a great president 
of the ESC.

Z4;G39!_;42F
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WORKING GROUP REPORTS

The ESC’s new working group on Sentencing and Penal 
Decision-Making is seeking to develop academic and policy 
thinking and encourage new European collaborations. In less 
than ayear the Group has expanded to 46 members from 18 
different European countries. The Group is composed of a 
blend of well-established academic scholars, new emerging 
scholars (e.g. postgraduate students), and it can also boast 
?/',$2$2-#"/!&@:'7="/!0&?/-8'$2-#&-.4,"/!0&>6%1"!&"$,CX&'#%&
policymakers among its members.

But, of course,the Group alwayswelcomes new members, 
"!?",2'::=&"<"/12#1&!,(-:'/!0&?/',$2$2-#"/!0&?-:2,=&-.4,2':!0&
and in particular individuals from countries whose sentencing 
and penal decision-making is less well known internationally.
AIMS
The aim of the working group is to bring together scholars 
7-/S2#1&2#&$("&4":%&-.&!"#$"#,2#1&'#%&?"#':&%",2!2-#f<'S-
ing in order to share exchangeideas; and to encourage inter-
"!$&2#&$("&4":%&',/-!!&c6/-?"C&&)$&!""S!&$-&!$2<6:'$"&/"!"'/,(0&
"#,-6/'1"&$("-/"$2,':&%"3":-?<"#$&-.&$("&4":%&'!&7"::&'!&
critical and comparative European work. 
WHAT DO WE MEAN BY “SENTENCING AND PE-
NAL DECISION-MAKING”?
Because of its broad focus on sentencing as an exercise in 
decision-making, the Working Group’s remit extends well 
beyond the issues connected solely tothe judicial selection 
of punishment.  Many other decision-making processes 
which either affect or are affected by judicial sentenc-
ing practices will also be included. So-called ‘back-door’ 
decisions, such as the grant of remission, parole or other 
early release to sentenced prisoners, clearly fall within this 
category. But so also do other decisions, at earlier and later 
stages of the overall criminal process, including prosecution 
charging practices, plea decision-making and, where it ex-
2!$!0&?:"'&8'/1'2#2#10&7(2,(&<'=&('3"&'&!21#24,'#$&2<?',$&-#&
the sentence ultimately imposed.

A non-exhaustive list of indicative areas of interest to the 

group includes:&2#H6"#,"!&2#&$("&!"#$"#,2#1&%",2!2-#&?/--
cess; the politics of sentencing and penal policy-making;  
judicial discretion; the use of non-executive penalties; 
judicial and penal cultures; victims and sentencing; public 
opinion, public attitudes and knowledge of sentencing and 
punishment; multi-disciplinary courts; sentencing reform 
!$/6,$6/"!Y&?"#':&'2<!&'#%&>6!$24,'$2-#!Y&@2#X"O6':2$=&'#%&
punishment; consistency and disparity in sentencing and 
penal decision-making; legitimacy and decision-making; 
release from custody; and plea-bargaining.  

In all of these areas the working group attempts to bring 
comparative perspectives and a focus on changes in Euro-
pean law and policy.
RATIONALE FOR SETTING UP THE NEW GROUP
Although sentencing and penal decision-making is a long-
"!$'8:2!("%&4":%&7(2,(&'$$/',$!&#6<"/-6!&?'?"/!&$-&c*+&

"',(&="'/&$("/"&7'!&#-&7-/S2#1&1/-6?&!?",24,'::=&%"%2,'$"%&
to the topic.

Developments at the levels of the Council of Europe and 
the European Union provide further impetus for the crea-
tion of the proposed Working Group.  Throughout much 
of its history, the European Court of Human Rights did not 
deal very extensively with sentencing issues as such, apart 
from matters connected with life sentences. More recently, 
however, it has decided many cases involving the extent to 
which prison conditions in some member states comply with 
Article 3 of the Convention. Meanwhile, European Union 
institutions are becoming more closely involved in criminal 
law matters, particularly through the creation of framework 
decisions on judicial co-operation and mutual recognition 
of judicial decisions. States may now, for example, refuse 
to surrender a person under a European Arrest Warrant if, 
at the time of the proposed surrender, he or she is at risk 
of suffering a violation of his/her rights under Article 3 of 
the European Convention on Human Rights on account of 
prison conditions (or, presumably sentencing practices) in 
the requesting state. Here, then, we see the legislation and 
case law of the two major European institutions combining 
to have a potentially profound impact on the sentencing and 
custodial regimes of member states.  Thus, it seems vital to 
have an ESC Working Group to examine the legal, social 
and policy implications of these developments.
THEMED PANELS & ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM 
Arising out of a set of consecutive pre-arranged themed 
panels organized at the ESC 2010 conference in Liège, 
the Group is running another set of panels for the Vilnius 
conference. 

)#&;?/2:&ITWW0&$("&D/-6?&(":%&2$!&4/!$&!$'#%f':-#"&!=<?-!2-
um at Oxford University on the topic: ‘Researching the Judi-
cial Role in European Sentencing:  Interactions & Dynamics’. 
Twenty-three delegates from more than a dozen different 
countries came together to exchange evidence, discussideas, 
, debate, and, importantly, get to know each other. Julian 
Roberts, our gracious Oxford host, even secured the splen-
did common room in Worchester College for a champagne 
reception.  Next year we will hold our second symposium and 
the goal is to convene onein different European countries 
each year. This will enable us not only to work on a particular 
theme but also get to learn about the host country’s way 
sentencing and penal decision-making system.

We welcome members from: academia (whether well-
established or emerging); practitioners, governmental 
?-:2,=&-.4,2':!0&'!&7"::&'!&2#%232%6':!&./-<&#-#f1-3"/#<"#$':&
organizations. 

If you would like to join the Working Group on Sentenc-
ing & Penal Decision-Making please contact its chair: Dr 
Cyrus Tata (cyrus.tata@strath.ac.uk) Centre for Law, Crime 
& Justice, Strathclyde University, Scotland.

+:@L6!K9>9
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WORKING GROUP REPORTS

The European Developmental and Life-course Criminology 
working group is going digital! This autumn the EDLC will 
launch its website and provide its members and others inter-
ested in longitudinal criminological research a platform to 
share their publications, data and ideas. Thus far the EDLC 
has hosted thematic sessions at the ESC annual meet-
ings and has been involved in organizing methodological 
symposia. While these sessions and meetings have provided 
opportunity for European researchers to get to know each 
other, in between meetings the EDLC lay somewhat dor-
mant. The website is going to change that and will provide 
researchers with the latest on developmental and life course 
criminology for all over Europe 24 hours a day, every day.

The idea of starting a website had been around for some 
time, but did not materialize due to limited funds and tech-
nical knowhow. However, this summer the EDLC received 
funds from the Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime 
and Law Enforcement (NSCR) and VU University Amster-
dam and was able to attract a professional web designer 

who will set up the website. The trial version of the web site 
is already on the web and looks very promising. As soon as 
$("&7"8!2$"&2!&6?&'#%&/6##2#10&chi+f<"<8"/!&72::&#-$24"%&
and invited to share any information they have on activi-
ties, meetings or publications that may be relevant to other 
researchers.

The EDLC website will act as a bulletin board and notify 
members of seminars, summer courses and symposia related 
to developmental and life course research. Members will 
be given the opportunity to showcase their studies and list 
their latest publications. By providing detailed information 
on recent and ongoing studies EDLC-members will get 
to know each other’s datasets. In time we hope the EDLC 
website will facilitate collaborative projects and coordinate 
data collection enabling comparative research.

For those interested in developmental and life-course 
criminology, membership of the EDLC is open for all 
researchers involved in longitudinal research. Please contact 
the working group at: edlc.esc@nscr.nl.

Last year, in June the Eurogang working group met in Neu-
stadtan der Weinstrasse in southwestern Germany.  Forty 
researchers from elevendifferent nations participated in 
anintensive and informative workshop.  Presentations dealt 
with of the following three themes: methodological and 
%"4#2$2-#':&,-#,"/#!Y&1/-6?&?/-,"!!"!&-.&1'#1!Y&'#%"<"/1-
ing gang research in Europe.  A forthcoming volume by 
Springer (Esbensen and Maxson,eds.:Youth Gangs in Inter-
national Perspective: Tales from the Eurogang Program of 

Research) compilesthe papers presented at that meeting.  
The 11th EG workshop will be convened in September 2011 
in Hillerød, Denmark.  Themes for this workshop will focus 
on gang desistance and policies and programs for prevent-
ing and intervening with gangs.  Researchers from 10 na-
tions will interact with Danish practitioners to explore more 
effective responses to gangs.  More information about the 
Eurogangprogram can be found on its website:  http://www.
umsl.edu/~ccj/eurogang/euroganghome.htm.  

Z@`9Ga4?349G=!\!0;GG?!)^2GN9
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EDLC WILL LAUNCH WEBSITE THIS AUTUMN
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WORKING GROUP REPORTS

The European Working Group on Organisational Crime 
7'!&"!$'8:2!("%&2#&ITWT&$-&!$2<6:'$"&/"!"'/,(&2#&$("&4":%&-.&
white collar crime and organisational crime in Europe, and to 
promote exchange and collaboration between the various Eu-
/-?"'#&/"!"'/,("/!&'#%&/"!"'/,(&1/-6?!&7-/S2#1&2#&$(2!&4":%C&

European criminology has traditionally focused on the 
conventional offender and conventional crime. Crime com-
mitted in the context of organizations remains a theoretical 

and empirical challenge. EUROC intends to contribute to 
the theoretical and empirical underpinning of the research 
domain.

The working group on organisational crime focuses 
-#&,/2<"0&%"32'#,"&-/&!"<2f:"1':&A,-!<"$2,&,-<?:2'#,"L&
8"('32-6/0&,-<<2$$"%&8=&,-/?-/'$2-#!0&4/<!0&-/1'#29'$2-#!0&
state actors or by individuals in an organisational context. 
V("!"&',$!&,'#&8"&7(2$"&,-::'/&,/2<"0&4#'#,2':f",-#-<2,&

O?;M!a;C3;@6!\!OL=2>F!89G!)@M

EUROPEAN WORKING GROUP ON 
ORGANISATIONAL CRIME (EUROC)
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,/2<"&@4#'#,2':&<'/S"$&./'6%0&,'/$":!0&,-//6?$2-#0&"$&,"$"/'X0&
environmentally damaging or green crimes, product safety 
violations, state-corporate crime, or war crimes. 

We pay attention to the aetiology of the phenomenon, 
by focusing on issues of criminalisation, motives and 
opportunities on macro, meso, and micro level. We also 
address the reactions and approaches (regulation, govern-
ance, and enforcement) to organisational crime from the 
perspective of a variety of public and private actors, such as 
various local, national and international governments and 
state institutions (police, inspection services, judiciary, policy 
makers, et cetera), private regulators such as NGOs and 
?/23'$"&!",6/2$=&4/<!0&'#%&2#$"/#':&/"16:'$-/=&.-/,"!&!6,(&'!&
,-<?:2'#,"&-.4,"/!0&'6%2$-/!&'#%&',,-6#$'#$!C

;$&?/"!"#$0&c[GP+&('!&4.$=f43"&<"<8"/!&./-<&4.$""#&
different countries, such as Belgium, the United Kingdom, 
Germany, Italy, Hungary and the Netherlands. Most of our 
current participants work at European universities, but some 
are employed by other institutions.

At this year’s ESC conference in Vilnius, Lithuania, EU-
ROC will organise 3 to 5 panel sessions with 12 to 20 papers 
(at the time of this writing 3 panel sessions have already 
8""#&,-#4/<"%0&7(2:"&I&'/"&!$2::&2#&$("&<'S2#1X0&,-3"/2#1&'&
wide range of topics related to the central theme of organi-
sational crime: white collar crime and its public and private 
control strategies; occupational crime and state-corporate 
crime. Two of the panel sessions will be devoted to green 
criminology and environmental crime. 

The working group distributes a newsletter twice a year. 
ESC-members interested in white collar or organisational 
crime are very welcome to join the working group or to sub-
scribe to the newsletter at euroc.esc@gmail.com. For further 
details you can also contact Judith van Erp (vanerp@law.eur.
nl), Gudrun VandeWalle (Gudrun.vandewalle@hogent.be), 
WimHuisman (w.huisman@rechten.vu.nl) or JoepBeckers 
(beckers@law.eur.nl).

Prison Life and the Effects of Imprisonment aims to facili-
tate and encourage European research on life in prisons and 
the consequences of imprisonment. Additionally, we want 
to promote communication between European researchers 
involved in prison research and to establish cross-national 
research ties.

The group was founded last year after the conference in 
Liège. At this moment about twenty members from nine 
different countries have joined the working group. The 
members of the working group are involved in research on 
different aspects of prison life. Research interests include, 
but are not limited to: 
j& `-7&?/2!-#"/!&?"/,"23"&,-#%2$2-#!&-.&,-#4#"<"#$
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We always welcome new members. So, all ESC-members 
involved in research projects on prison life and its conse-
quences are invited to join. If interested, please contact 
adirkzwager@nscr.nl.

VILNIUS CONFERENCE
The group called upon its members to submit papers for the 
ESC conference in Vilnius. The group was able to organize 
a thematic session on prison life and a session on the conse-
O6"#,"!&-.&2<?/2!-#<"#$&'$&$("&4/!$&c*+&,-#."/"#,"&!2#,"&2$!&
foundation.

This resulted, for instance, in a presentation about prison-
ers’ feelings of safety and their fear of being victimised while 
in prison. For this study, prisoners from thirteen European 
countries were interviewed. Another interesting paper will 
describe coping strategies Portuguese prisoners use to 
adjust to prison life. 

In a second thematic session, a longitudinal study on 
the effects of imprisonment on the further life course of 
prisoners and their families will be presented. Aside from 
$("&/"!"'/,(&%"!21#0&$("&/"!6:$!&-.&$("&4/!$&7'3"&/"1'/%2#1&
prisoners’ mental health and their social networks prior to 
imprisonment will be discussed.

The working group will also plan an informal meeting 
%6/2#1&$("&c*+&,-#."/"#,"C&&c<'2:&#-$24,'$2-#&'8-6$&$(2!&
will be sent shortly. If you are not a member yet, but you 
would like to join us at this informal meeting, please contact: 
adirkzwager@nscr.nl.
FUTURE PLANS
More thematic sessions will be scheduled at future ESC con-
ferences. In addition, plans for stimulating ideasand collabora-
tion will be implemented, like a business meeting at the next 
ESC conference in Bilbao and the development of a website. 

ZG`9!Y2@3^Q9N;@
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